Service Instructions for Semi-Matic Head

To Unassemble
Twist spool (7) to position lugs (A & B) between two half-rounded holes (C & D). Pull up, separating spool from housing.

To Rewind Spool
Use one line 20' long. Thread end of line through eye on spool and pull through until line is the same length on both sides of eye. Wind both ends of line in same direction as trimmer rotation. Wind tightly and evenly from side to side and do not twist line. (Ignore the ridge.)

To Reassemble
Pass end of line through either eyelet on housing being careful not to let line slip under spool. Line up slots under spool with lugs on outer drive (5) and push together. Twist spool so lugs lock into half-round holes. The lugs can be locked in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. If inner cam and driver start to loosen, twist in other direction to lock.

CAUTION - ALWAYS WEAR PROTECTION FOR THE EYES WHEN USING ANY WEED CUTTING EQUIPMENT.